O. Introduction
The classical result of Cauchy (1839) where this series is also convergent for sufficiently small x.
Cauchy's theo'rem is proved by the method of majorant series (see e. g. Goursat 1904 ). An associated implicit function equation ( Hille (1959) , using methods of the theory of functions of a complex variable, strengthened Cauchy's result by showing that if 'l'(X,Y) has a power series which is convergent for all X,Y and, in addition, satisfies some other min~r requirements (which are however, apparently not necessary) then the series for ~(X) is convergent with radius of convergence X* given by the solution of the equations y* * * = 'l'(X ,y ), a'l' * * 1 = ay (X ,Y) (Hille's condition).
The series for ~(x) will then also be convergent when 
The series solution cp(x) of the original equation is thus convergent when
Ixl ~ X , -4 - The theorem in this form will be generalized in the present report to the case when x and yare elements of general linear spaces and the variables X and Y belong to associated linear spaces called the norming spaces. These norming spaces are assumed to be Dedekind a-complete Riesz spaces and an associated completeness condition (called (bk)-completeness) is imposed on the space of elements y. The important special cases when x and y belong to Banach or Riesz spaces are then included in this formulation. The ideas and methods used in making the generalization are due to Kantorovich (1939) .
The report consists of two parts. The first part develops the theory of analytic functions between linear spaces normed by elements of a Dedekind a-complete Riesz space. The second part extends the technique of Kantorovich to prove the generalization of Hille's theorem.
PART I

PROPERTIES OF MAJORIZED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS BETWEEN LINEAR SPACES
Riesz Spaces
The following summarizes the essential points required for the present report. For a complete account see, for example, the books of Vulikh (1967) or Cristescu (1976).
V~6~nLtion 1.1. A Rieaz space is a real linear space satisfying the following axioms.
(RSI)
Rema:rks:
1. It is easily shown that these properties also hold in a dual sense with the relations ~,v on X being replaced by inverse relations S,A.
2. Elements X € X satisfying X ~ 0 are called non-negative. The set of nonnegative elements in X will be denoted by X+, 3. Any element X € X may be written as a difference + X '" X -X + of its positive and negative parts X and X defined by
From this the absolute value X of any element X € X may be defined by
The absolute value has the usual properties of modulus: 
bound has a least upper bound (supremum).
From this follows also the dual property that an enumerable set {X} '1 p P€JI.· of elements of X which has a lower bound has a least lower bound (infimum).
The supremum and infimum are denoted by the notation p~mXp and ~mXp respectively.
A sequence {X } Em of elements of X is called monotone increasing if x(p) : : ; ; : x(P+l)~ ~E :tI • The property (RS4) enables the convergence of a monotone increasing sequence which is bounded above to be defined, the limit being defined as the supremum X == V:tIX(p). In this case, there is written x(p) t X as p ~ ~. Dually, ~~ere is defined convergence of a monotone decreasing sequence which is bounded below.
The convergence of general sequences may be de~ined by order-convergence (abbreviated (o)-convergence) as in the following definition. Monotone convergence is also order-convergence, e.g. with a monotone increasing sequence x(p) t X as p ~ ~ it is sufficient to. take €(p) -X -X(p).
The usual properties of limits hold for order-convergence. 
If questions of convergence of sequences are involved, it is further necessary to assume that the norming Riesz space is Dedekind a-complete.
Convergence relative to the norm, called Banach-Kantorovich convergence (abbreviated (bk)-convergence), is then introduced by the definitions:
(bk) There is written;x p + x as p+:>o or, alternatively. x "" (bk)-~ xp .
It is easily shown that the (bk)-limit, if it exists, must be unique.
The Cauchy property is introduced by: and their norming spaces XI, yt. For example, continuity is defined as follows.
Consideration of convergence of sequences or series of functions requires the assumption that the space Y, into which values are mapped, is (bk)-
The set of values X€X for which the series is (bk)-convergent will be called the (bk)-aonvergenaeregion V of the series. There is thus defined for X€V the function
Denoting the partial sums by
there is then a sequence {e:(p)} ""-1 4-0 of elements of X' such that p€.II.~ If the choice ~f E(P) can be made independently of x for X€V t the convergence is said to be uniform aonvergenae for X€V tO As with the case of ordinary functions of a real variable, there is proved:
Theo~em 1.2. The (bk)-sum of an infinite series of (bk)-continuous functions which is uniformly convergent in a region is (bk)-continuous in this region.
The theorem above on the use of a comparison series in the norming space is conveniently extended to series of functions in the following way. Then if LUn(X) has the (o)-convergence set D', the series LUn(x) is
Here the functions U (X) will often be isotone for X ~ 0 t i.e. Multilinear functions: let X and Y be real or complex linear spaces.
A multilinear function from X to Y of degree n (n-linear function) is a function a (xl'.",x ) of x l '.,.,x E X with values in Y which is n n n linear in each of x1"",x n ' The set 0; multilinear functions of a given degree forms a linear space under addition and scalar multiplication which will be denoted by Ln(X,Y). A multilinear function of degree 0 is defined as a
Of special importance are completely symmetrical multilinear functions. It is seen to be homogeneous of degree n in the sense that The majorant defined in this way is a direct generalization of the original Cauchy majorant for ordinary power series. It may thus be also called the Cauchy majorant. If f is majorized by F it is convenient to write f « F in a notation due to Poincare. In this case a «A n € ]N also. n n Note that if the coefficients a , n € ]N are maj orized by A , n € ]N then n n the same will be true for the completely symmetrized forms of these coefficients.
The following theorem results directly from the discussion of convergence given in the last section. A majorant always exists for a regular power series, namely the one with coefficients A = I ai, n E IN. Any power series with coefficients n n A E Ln(X,Y) such that A ~ la I will then also be a majorant. Of these n + n n majorants, that with coefficients la 1 will have greatest region of n convergence.
-18 -An inequality satisfied by the majorant: returning to the general case of lattice-normed linear spaces, this section will end by proving an inequality due to Kantorovich (1939) which will be used in the second part of this report. The formulae for c given here is a generalization of the well-known di Bruno n formula which applies to substitution of ordinary power series (Riordan ]968).
Suppose now that f « F and g « G where F X'+ Y' and G Y'+ Z' are given by n-l This inequality may be proved by induction using the above algebraic formulae. Here the coefficients a may be assumed to be multilinear functions of mn m + n variables which are completely symmetric in the first m and last n variables.
It will be assumed that the equation has already be solved with respect to the linear term in y so that the linear term in y on the right is absent, This inequality is prove~ by induction on n in a similar way to the previous lemma on series substitution. The proof may be omitted.
Convergence: with the same notation, suppose:
(a) the series for ~ is (a)-convergent for (X,Y) E £' where ~ I is an (a)-star in X~XY~.
(b)
the series for w is (a)-convergent for X E V' where V'is an
The following lemma is a straightforward extension of theorem 4.1 on substitution of power series. 
is a (bk)-analytic solution of y = ~(x,y) x == F(X) X € X' defined in the norming space (the aomparison equation). The norming space was assumed to be of type BK and the function F(X) was assumed to satisfy the following conditions for values of X on an order interval V' = <O,X>.
Kl F(X) is defined for X € VI.
K2 If F is continuous with respect to monotone increasing sequences on V' • K3 F is isotone on V' i.e. if X,X' € V', X $ X' then F(X) $ F(X'). The relation between F and f was assumed to be governed by :
when II x II :::; X, II h II :::; H, and X, X + H € V' • Note that these conditions are satisfied by a (bk)-analytic function and its majorant on any order interval of convergence, provided that the coefficients of the majorant are continuous. From K3 and K4 there follows immediately K6 F(X) ~ 0 when X ~ 0, X € V', From M3 follows, on changing x, X, h, H to 0, 0, x, X respectively.
from which follows, using M2,
so that there is satisfied
Lemma 5.1. If conditions KI -K5 and MI -M3 are satisfied, the functions f, F, map the sets V, V' respectively, into themselves.
P~oo6. If X E: V' then by K6, K3, K5, The main result of Kantorovich may now be stated.
Theo~em 5.1. (Kantorovich) The iterates x(p), x(p), p E m satisfy the previous iterative process also exists and X' ~ X.
P~oo6. The order interval <O,X'> lies in V' and so may be used instead of the order interval <O,X> in the previous results. Hence the iterative process lies in <O,X'> and tends to a limit X satisfying X s X'.
-31 -
The Implicit Function Theorem under Kantorovich Conditions
Let X and Y be linear spaces lattice-normed by X' and Y' respectively. Assume that Y is a Bk space.
Consider the implicit function equation Y .. I/J(x,y) and the comparison equation
Suppose that the following modified Kantorovich conditions are satisfied: are easily deduced as before.
-32 -
The set of values X for which K5' holds may be characterized by defining } , the set in X+XY+
which has projection on to the X+-space
When Xf~l' Kantorovich's condition KS' holds and the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 6.1. The following results are then merely a restatement of results in the last section. of the graph r. rand r' have the same projection r 1 on the X~-space. From theorem 6.2 it is seen that r' is the "lower" part of r in the sense of partial ordering.
-34 -
The following property of the principal solution may be noted. and since the reverse inequality has already been shown, it must be that ~(X) .. Y(X) for X E t.l (= f 1 ).
(b)
The proof of this part follows immediately. 
